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About This Game

Interstellar Invaders is an arcade game which combines the game mechanics of Arkanoid, Galaga, and Missile Command in
hand-built and procedurally generated levels.

You defend three cities against enemies, with intuitive and surprisingly deep design mechanics. If all three cities are destroyed,
the level is lost.

The foundation of the game is based around the mechanics of Arkanoid (and/or other Brickbreaker style games) – but with a
number of important improvements. The paddle is aligned to the mouse position at 60 frames per second (on most machines)

which gives maximum player control. Players also have the option to use the mouse buttons to direct the ball for additional
control while it flies. No longer do you need to wait for physics to slowly inch the ball in the right direction – you can hunt down

the bad guys!

There is an entire armada of enemies – each with different attributes and attacks. Enemy’s fire can be blocked by your ship’s
shield and turned into a projectile to destroy the invader from which it came! There are also a number of unique power-ups and

power-downs in Interstellar Interstellar Invaders that often stack up in unexpected ways.

The core of Interstellar Invaders is the ‘Hordes Rush’ mode, which is unlocked after beating the first 32 levels. In this mode,
each level is dynamically generated – the mix of enemies, their flight patterns and the environmental hazards are all randomized,

so each play-through will be a different experience.
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Title: Interstellar Invaders
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Interstellar Tortoise
Publisher:
Interstellar Tortoise
Release Date: 1 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 - 2.93GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Q45/Q43 Express Chipset

Storage: 890 MB available space

Sound Card: SoundMAX Integrated Digital High Definition Audio

Additional Notes: If running slow (below 60 fps) - try reducing your display resolution. It usually runs well at 800 x 600 - even
on very old machines.
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Good retro stylized game! Visuals are unique but evocative, reminding me of its clear classic game inspirations (Missile
Command, Breakout, Galaga, etc). Audio is really satisfying, both the music and effects. The gameplay has tons of variety so
you never feel like you had the same experience twice, and procedural levels keep things infinitely fresh - but the designed
levels are really fun to beat too! It does what it does well, and nothing more. I hope it comes to mobile someday!. Interstellar
Invaders is a pretty fun mash up of some arcade classics with the game oozing wonderful arcade charm. There are lots of neat
twists like being able to guide the direction of the ball to knock out lots of aliens\/bugs at once, and crazy powerups that make
for some hectic and exciting situations. The ability to quickly restart levels, fight randomly generated waves, and play coop with
a friend gives the game great value. The game seems mostly complete currently so it'll be cool to see what additions are made
before full release.. Interstellar Invaders is a shoot em up mixed with a brick breaker, with the twist that you can steer the ball.
While a simple premice, the game executes it very well. It's easy to jump into but difficult to master, and the variety of power
ups, random levels, and different enemy types and attacks keep it interesting.

This is strong arcade-style game for people looking for something interesting in a genre which is now relatively dormant.
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